www.moodoffinland.com
We tell you on
websites our values
and our way to act for
better future

You can plant a tree and
buy a certificate. We
pay 10€ to Natrue
conservation.
This is our concept
called Love Forest
Finland.

We cooperate with
others and pay fair
fees. We are ready
to pay more to get
more qualified and ethically
fair products and services.
Hopefuly you respect
the same
values.

You are supporting
circular economy as
buying a service is
always better choice
than buying more stuff.
As a souvenir we
recommend to plant
a tree of love

When experiencing
our services you can
taste the local food,
meet local people
and trust that we
take you only to such
places where
visitors are welcome.

When visiting
the nature, let´s follow
the marked trails.
Our activities are based
on slow, silence and
simple activities.

Our promise:
we folow the newest
international research
and trends to be able
to offer new ideas
and innovations
in respnsible way

We take care of
recycling of
the waste caused
during our services.
Let´s keep our
nature
clean.

Public transport and
joint transport are the
the first options
for us. We
always inform you
the best way to
arrive.

We use renewable
energy (solar) for
electricity and heating.
We kindly ask you to
save energy.

Ethically responsible
product and service
chains are the must
choice in our operations.
You can trust that the
ethics of the services
has been checked.

Our clothes, equipment,
materials and other
sources have a story
to tell. It´s our way
to show respect
t
to local designers,
artesans and
craftmen/-women.
Our cerficates are
printed in hand
made paper in
Finnish Lapland.

We kindly ask you
to use your own
bottle to fill it with
tap water and not
to buy plastic
bottles.
Tap water is
dinkable
everywhere
in Finland

in case you have some
special needs such as
disability or special diet,
please, get in touch
so we look
for the best possible
solutions

You are our
guest and we
treat you equal,
no matter your
race, colour,
sexual
orientation,
or ethnic
background.

We have risk and
safety plans for our
nature based
activities and always
updated first aid skills.

We appreciate your
feedback!
We also promise to
answer to all questions
and react to mentions
in social media

